Painting contract Oiltanking Antwerp
Mid 2008 PCC was awarded the contract for the painting
of 12 new constructed tanks at Oiltanking Antwerp.
The special thing about these tanks is the fact that
these are the so-called cup-type of tanks, with a
double shell. And where the tankbottoms, roofs, cups
and piping must be coated. Tankbottoms are being
blasted with vacuum-machines and during application
of the coatings the internal tank is kept under ideal conditions. The shells (tank and cup) are approached with
special designed suspension bridges avoiding the costly
use of scaffolding. As the shell plates were transported
to site with a shop-primer only small damages and the
welds had to be blasted manually and a touch-up layer
was installed, after which three layers of paint were
applied.
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In Belgium Verwater experts have developed a system to install concrete
paving on the slope of bundwalls. This system allows to poor about
50 m³ of concrete per day with a thickness of 17 cm. The concrete is
a stainless steel fibre type, so no reinforcement mats are required.

The installation is done in partitions of 6 meters each and a slope
length of 5 meters high can be achieved. The slope of the bundwall
can be up to 45° and by shifting the system along the dyke on tracks
it is possible to cover about 60 meters length per day!
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Construction of new watertank at BRC refinery
The need for a new water storage tank at the BRC
refinery in Antwerp was very high, so Verwater Belgium
NV was awarded with the contract for the construction
of this 5000 m³ carbon steel storage tank.
A young construction team was designated to the job,
and started the construction in March 2008. Erection
was done with the standard stacking method (Bottom /
top), and took about 5 months. Just the period of time
that was planned by our customer.

ExxonMobil Singapore
Piece of Cake in Switzerland
Painting contract Oiltanking Antwerp
Concrete paving of bundwalls in Belgium
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Construction of new watertank at BRC refinery

of March 2009, Stocexpo Rotterdam

of May 2009, TSA-seminar PCC, Belgium
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World wide service

Pre-fabricated tanks installations at Hexion Pernis

From the start of 2009 onwards Verwater brings
into America two of it’s specialism’s.
The safest way of tankjacking for tank maintenance
and tank construction. And the hydro cutting and
blasting technique.
Based in La Porte Houston, in the heart of America’s
petrochemical industries we will bring in our vast
experience and unique techniques in tank maintenance.

th

of June 2009, ILTA, Houston

of October 2009, Tankvision, Rotterdam
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Waterdrops
Verwater Goes U.S.A.!
What started some 30 years ago as a new opportunity for the
founder of the jacking activities, Mr. A. Verwater, is now going
to be realized. Verwater is opening it’s first office in de United
States as VERWATER U.S.A., LLC. The office will be established
in the oil-state of Texas in Houston, La Porte.
As per the 1st of May 2009 this department will be manned
by both local employees as well as specialists from the Dutch

headoffice. First activities will be focused on tankjacking and
explosion proof hydrocutting of leaking tankbottoms.
Also we started a co-operation with STS (Specialty Tank
Services Ltd.) the party in the Gulf-coast region, specialized
in mechanical tank-maintenance. A great challenge for a new
future of Verwater in the U.S.A!

ExxonMobil
Singapore
As part of the Singapore Parallel Train-IRF Project for ExxonMobil in
Singapore on Jurong Island, Verwater Singapore is lifting large size
floating roof tanks for tankbottom replacement and tankfoundation
repairs.
Tanksizes are between 58 and 76 meters diameter, some of them floating
roof and some are fixed roof tanks to be transformed to floating roof
tanks.
Verwater is working in this case as sub-contractor for mechanical
contractors or directly for ExxonMobil. One of the tanks was lifted by using
the ExxonMobil system of external jacking supports (see pictures).

Piece of Cake in Switzerland
After repairs in 2005 and 2007 at the Cressier Petroplus Refinery in Switzerland we were
approached for the repair of a roof of a gas-holder. For the repairs it was decided to replace the
complete roof and parts of the inner tankshell. The elements of the roof were pre-fabricated in
the Netherlands and assembled on site like cake-pieces.
After completion, the whole roof was fitted on the existing tankshell. From there the inner
tank (clock-dome with a diameter of 16 meter) was placed in the outer shell using one of the
Verwater spreaders.

Facility Upgrade Valvoline Dordrecht

CALDIC
At Caldic Chemie B.V. in the port of Rotterdam
Verwater is building a new tank pit infrastructure.
In total it will be 5 bio-ethanol storage tanks with a
capacity of 12.300 m³ each. The diameter of each
tank is Ø 28 m' with a height of 20 m'. The following
activities are also within the scope of work for this
project: Detail engineering, tank pit construction,
civil works, tank construction, piping, mechanical
and pre-commissioning.
All the activities will be executed by Verwater or
supervised by Verwater.

At the Valvoline (Ashland) plant in Dordrecht Netherlands, Verwater
started in 2008 a facility upgrade as part of the Neste Tolling Project.
Works consist of installation of 14 new tanks for additives and finished
goods, construction of concrete tank pits, with pumps, compressors,
heaters and all instrumentation.
In the packaging areas, drum-filling systems, packaging lines as well
as blending systems and the total electrical requirements are supplied
by Verwater. This EPCM-contract will be finished during the second half
of 2009.

Hydro Cutting
Improvements
The technique of the Verwater water cutting
systems are developed to work in hazardous
circumstances. The new improvements are based
on efficient work methods: latest standards of
the high pressure techniques and an increased
pump capacity of 3,500 Bar. Also special magnetic
guide tracks are used in projects like removing
of tank shell and demolishing double tank
bottoms. Higher safety levels and better efficient
work procedures are achieved by these new
improvements.

World wide service
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VOPAK Tankpit 19 tankconstruction
At Vopak Botlek the Verwater company has nearly completed their

The tank product pipes have sizes of 16” and have hanging up

contract. The job exists of the following activities: Placing sheetpile

supporting to have the correct slope to the pump facilities.

bundwalls, construction of tankpads, construction of 4 tanks with

The Verwater contract also contains the internal and external

a diameter of 31 meters and 22 meter height and 4 tanks with a

coating and the firefighting systems. Last but not least the project

diameter of 36 meter and 22 meter height.

is on schedule and within the budget and has an excellent safety

All tanks are completed with an aluminium dome and a full contact

record so far.

GRE internal floating cover and together the eight tanks have a
total capacity of 150,000 m3.

VOPAK Singapore Penjuru

PCC Conservations jumps into TSA!
(Thermal Spray Aluminium)

At the Penjuru Terminal, the only VOPAK terminal on the mainland of Singapore, Verwater has been
lifting tanks in the last 4 years. The tanks are mainly smaller size, chemical storage tanks. This also
means that the approach of the tanks is not always easy as there are a lot of congested tankpits with
small room for works in between the tanks. But every time Verwater manages to lift and lower the
tanks in the scheduled times.

It is only recently that the importance of CUI

New contracts
PCC Conservations

(Corrosion Under Insulation) has been recognized
as a major problem in the petrochemical industry.
Both in the Netherlands and Belgium, companies
have chosen for TSA to solve this problem. On the
27th of May PCC is organizing a conference on this
subject.
TSA is in general more expensive than conventio-

•

on those places where inspection is difficult and

•
•

taking the tower out of the production process.

Together with Verwater, PCC will execute the conservation works of 14 new
constructed tanks at Argos in Rotterdam, both internal and external.

built up with Exxon on this subject where PCC
applied TSA of 250 micron on tower T6401 without

With Tanko PCC signed the contract for the painting of 18 storage tanks at
Neste Oil in Rotterdam.

in those areas where the chance of unexpected
corrosion is the biggest. A close co-operation was

During 2008 PCC was awarded the contract for the exploitation of the blasting
shop of BASF in Antwerp.

nal coatings, however the system earns itself back

•

Also with Verwater, PCC will do the conservation works at the tanks 901 and
902 at the TEAM Terminal in the Europort.

3

Vitol Amsterdam - existing 35.000 m3 storage capacity successfully revamped
Near the end of 2008, Verwater successfully
completed the revamp of an existing tank pit
(TP 93) for Vitol – Amsterdam. The existing pit
consists of 6 storage tanks with a total capacity
of 35.000 m3 for K3 fluids. The revamp was
executed as multi-discipline project, where most
of the Verwater capabilities were utilized. The
civil department was responsible for significant
upgrade of the tank foundations and the installation of drainage systems with clay barriers.
The mechanical department installed new
water lines in and outside the pit and the Tank
Construction department upgraded the tanks
with new nozzles and various small auxiliaries.
The project was under a tight time pressure,
since the client could not really do without
operating these tanks. The whole project was
completed from engineering till hand over and
start up in only a few months. This revamp of
Tank pit 93 is only one of the many projects
that Verwater is currently executing for Vitol
in Amsterdam.

Jacking and elevation Storage
tanks EPG (Bordeaux - France)

Nustar Expansion Project in Full Service!
At this moment the NuStar Terminal Amsterdam has their new tanks in operation. The Verwater / NuStar
shared EPC project started at the end of 2006 and from that time a total of 20 new storage tanks,
including piping, civil works, E&I, marine infrastructures and VRU systems were completed by Verwater.

Verwater was awarded by EPG in

For NuStar, this project is an increasing of capacity with 450.000 m3 on their existing storage volume.

Bordeaux an order for the jacking
of 3 storage tanks (storage tanks
F, G and H) in Bordeaux. All storage
tanks have an internal floating
aluminium roof.
The job started in the summer of
2008 with tank F (27 m diameter).
It was jacked up to 2,5 meter.
The foundation was elevated, and
a liquid tight layer was installed
under the storage tank.
On top of this layer a new sand/
asphalt layer was installed as
well.
While this entire operation was executed by Verwater, the customer treated the bottom of the storage
tank to obtain a new permit for the next years. After this repair, storage tank G (33 m diameter) was
maintained in the same way, and the next storage tank (H), will be maintained in spring 2009.

Pre-fabricated tanks
installations at Hexion Pernis
In the last few years Hexion did order a couple of tanks for their site at Pernis. These tanks, with
diameters of 15 meter, were prefabricated at our workshop. From there they were shipped to Pernis,
where they were placed on platform trailers and from there transported to their final location. Presently
Verwater is constructing 2 more tanks of the same size, with the jacking method, on site.

World wide service
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Verwater Goes U.S.A.!
What started some 30 years ago as a new opportunity for the
founder of the jacking activities, Mr. A. Verwater, is now going
to be realized. Verwater is opening it’s first office in de United
States as VERWATER U.S.A., LLC. The office will be established
in the oil-state of Texas in Houston, La Porte.
As per the 1st of May 2009 this department will be manned
by both local employees as well as specialists from the Dutch

headoffice. First activities will be focused on tankjacking and
explosion proof hydrocutting of leaking tankbottoms.
Also we started a co-operation with STS (Specialty Tank
Services Ltd.) the party in the Gulf-coast region, specialized
in mechanical tank-maintenance. A great challenge for a new
future of Verwater in the U.S.A!

ExxonMobil
Singapore
As part of the Singapore Parallel Train-IRF Project for ExxonMobil in
Singapore on Jurong Island, Verwater Singapore is lifting large size
floating roof tanks for tankbottom replacement and tankfoundation
repairs.
Tanksizes are between 58 and 76 meters diameter, some of them floating
roof and some are fixed roof tanks to be transformed to floating roof
tanks.
Verwater is working in this case as sub-contractor for mechanical
contractors or directly for ExxonMobil. One of the tanks was lifted by using
the ExxonMobil system of external jacking supports (see pictures).

Piece of Cake in Switzerland
After repairs in 2005 and 2007 at the Cressier Petroplus Refinery in Switzerland we were
approached for the repair of a roof of a gas-holder. For the repairs it was decided to replace the
complete roof and parts of the inner tankshell. The elements of the roof were pre-fabricated in
the Netherlands and assembled on site like cake-pieces.
After completion, the whole roof was fitted on the existing tankshell. From there the inner
tank (clock-dome with a diameter of 16 meter) was placed in the outer shell using one of the
Verwater spreaders.

Facility Upgrade Valvoline Dordrecht

CALDIC
At Caldic Chemie B.V. in the port of Rotterdam
Verwater is building a new tank pit infrastructure.
In total it will be 5 bio-ethanol storage tanks with a
capacity of 12.300 m³ each. The diameter of each
tank is Ø 28 m' with a height of 20 m'. The following
activities are also within the scope of work for this
project: Detail engineering, tank pit construction,
civil works, tank construction, piping, mechanical
and pre-commissioning.
All the activities will be executed by Verwater or
supervised by Verwater.

At the Valvoline (Ashland) plant in Dordrecht Netherlands, Verwater
started in 2008 a facility upgrade as part of the Neste Tolling Project.
Works consist of installation of 14 new tanks for additives and finished
goods, construction of concrete tank pits, with pumps, compressors,
heaters and all instrumentation.
In the packaging areas, drum-filling systems, packaging lines as well
as blending systems and the total electrical requirements are supplied
by Verwater. This EPCM-contract will be finished during the second half
of 2009.

Hydro Cutting
Improvements
The technique of the Verwater water cutting
systems are developed to work in hazardous
circumstances. The new improvements are based
on efficient work methods: latest standards of
the high pressure techniques and an increased
pump capacity of 3,500 Bar. Also special magnetic
guide tracks are used in projects like removing
of tank shell and demolishing double tank
bottoms. Higher safety levels and better efficient
work procedures are achieved by these new
improvements.
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Painting contract Oiltanking Antwerp
Mid 2008 PCC was awarded the contract for the painting
of 12 new constructed tanks at Oiltanking Antwerp.
The special thing about these tanks is the fact that
these are the so-called cup-type of tanks, with a
double shell. And where the tankbottoms, roofs, cups
and piping must be coated. Tankbottoms are being
blasted with vacuum-machines and during application
of the coatings the internal tank is kept under ideal conditions. The shells (tank and cup) are approached with
special designed suspension bridges avoiding the costly
use of scaffolding. As the shell plates were transported
to site with a shop-primer only small damages and the
welds had to be blasted manually and a touch-up layer
was installed, after which three layers of paint were
applied.
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In Belgium Verwater experts have developed a system to install concrete
paving on the slope of bundwalls. This system allows to poor about
50 m³ of concrete per day with a thickness of 17 cm. The concrete is
a stainless steel fibre type, so no reinforcement mats are required.

The installation is done in partitions of 6 meters each and a slope
length of 5 meters high can be achieved. The slope of the bundwall
can be up to 45° and by shifting the system along the dyke on tracks
it is possible to cover about 60 meters length per day!
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Construction of new watertank at BRC refinery
The need for a new water storage tank at the BRC
refinery in Antwerp was very high, so Verwater Belgium
NV was awarded with the contract for the construction
of this 5000 m³ carbon steel storage tank.
A young construction team was designated to the job,
and started the construction in March 2008. Erection
was done with the standard stacking method (Bottom /
top), and took about 5 months. Just the period of time
that was planned by our customer.
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World wide service

Pre-fabricated tanks installations at Hexion Pernis

From the start of 2009 onwards Verwater brings
into America two of it’s specialism’s.
The safest way of tankjacking for tank maintenance
and tank construction. And the hydro cutting and
blasting technique.
Based in La Porte Houston, in the heart of America’s
petrochemical industries we will bring in our vast
experience and unique techniques in tank maintenance.
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of October 2009, Tankvision, Rotterdam
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